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Abstract. Simulations of tropical volcanic eruptions using a
general circulation model with coupled aerosol microphysics
are used to assess the influence of season of eruption on the
aerosol evolution and radiative impacts at the Earth’s surface.
This analysis is presented for eruptions with SO2 injection
magnitudes of 17 and 700 Tg, the former consistent with es-
timates of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption, the later a near-
“super eruption”. For each eruption magnitude, simulations
are performed with eruptions at 15◦ N, at four equally spaced
times of year. Sensitivity to eruption season of aerosol opti-
cal depth (AOD), clear-sky and all-sky shortwave (SW) ra-
diative flux is quantified by first integrating each field for
four years after the eruption, then calculating for each cu-
mulative field the absolute or percent difference between the
maximum and minimum response from the four eruption sea-
sons. Eruption season has a significant influence on AOD and
clear-sky SW radiative flux anomalies for both eruption mag-
nitudes. The sensitivity to eruption season for both fields is
generally weak in the tropics, but increases in the mid- and
high latitudes, reaching maximum values of ∼75 %. Global
mean AOD and clear-sky SW anomalies show sensitivity
to eruption season on the order of 15–20 %, which results
from differences in aerosol effective radius for the different
eruption seasons. Smallest aerosol size and largest cumu-
lative impact result from a January eruption for Pinatubo-
magnitude eruption, and from a July eruption for the near-
super eruption. In contrast to AOD and clear-sky SW anoma-
lies, all-sky SW anomalies are found to be insensitive to sea-
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son of eruption for the Pinatubo-magnitude eruption experi-
ment, due to the reflection of solar radiation by clouds in the
mid- to high latitudes. However, differences in all-sky SW
anomalies between eruptions in different seasons are signif-
icant for the larger eruption magnitude, and the ∼15 % sen-
sitivity to eruption season of the global mean all-sky SW
anomalies is comparable to the sensitivity of global mean
AOD and clear-sky SW anomalies. Our estimates of sen-
sitivity to eruption season are larger than previously reported
estimates: implications regarding volcanic AOD timeseries
reconstructions and their use in climate models are discussed.
1 Introduction
Volcanic sulfate aerosols resulting from the injection of sul-
fur into the stratosphere by explosive volcanic eruptions can
have a significant impact on the global Earth system. These
aerosols reflect solar visible radiation, causing cooling at the
Earth’s surface, and absorb solar near-infrared and terrestrial
infrared radiation, causing warming of the stratosphere (e.g.,
Robock, 2000).
Volcanic eruptions in the tropics have stronger climate im-
pacts than comparable eruptions at mid- or high latitudes,
since the large-scale circulation pattern of the stratosphere,
or Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) leads to longer strato-
spheric lifetimes and the possibility of global coverage for
volcanic aerosols introduced into the tropical stratosphere
(Hamill et al., 1997). The Brewer-Dobson circulation is gen-
erally characterized by upward motion in the tropics, pole-
ward motion and mixing in the midlatitudes, and down-
ward motion at polar latitudes (e.g., Holton et al., 1995).
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This circulation is driven by the breaking of planetary-scale
Rossby waves in the midlatitude stratosphere (McIntyre and
Palmer, 1983), which occurs predominantly in the win-
ter hemisphere since these waves cannot propagate upward
through the easterly winds of the summer hemisphere (Char-
ney and Drazin, 1961). As a result, transport out of the trop-
ical stratosphere (Waugh, 1996), poleward meridional mass
transport (Rosenlof, 1995) and two-way mixing in the mid-
latitudes occurs most strongly in the winter hemisphere, re-
sulting in a seasonal cycle in the BDC.
Post-eruption aerosol evolution (at least in terms of the
spatial distribution of the aerosol cloud) is largely controlled
by atmospheric transport, and is thus a function of the spe-
cific meteorological conditions at the time of eruption. How-
ever, some level of explanation of aerosol evolution can be
taken from the mean seasonal cycle of the BDC. Knowl-
edge of the seasonal cycle of the BDC and related aerosol
transport has been used to reconstruct volcanic forcing data
sets from historical records for use in climate reconstruction
modeling. For example, Ammann et al. (2003) introduced
a latitudinally varying, monthly mean aerosol optical depth
(AOD) reconstruction using a simple scheme with parame-
terized seasonally varying stratospheric meridional aerosol
transport and removal. Such a reconstruction should serve as
a more realistic input in climate models than, for example,
a global or hemispheric mean timeseries. Gao et al. (2008)
used a similar transport and removal scheme to produce a
latitudinally varying volcanic forcing data set based on ice
core sulfate records which covers the last 1500 yr. Since the
seasons of eruption for most of the volcanic events over this
time period are unknown, Gao et al. (2008) quantified the
impact of an unknown season of eruption on their recon-
struction method. Using the parameterized transport scheme,
they found only very small differences (maximum 3 %) be-
tween the time-averaged aerosol burdens for Tambora-like
eruptions in different seasons, although they also noted that
general circulation model (GCM) studies would be necessary
to test the detailed radiative, and dynamic responses associ-
ated with eruptions in different seasons.
Kravitz and Robock (2011) have performed GCM simula-
tions of volcanic aerosol evolution from high latitude North-
ern Hemisphere eruptions, and found that season of eruption
is important in determining the radiative impact due to the
seasonal variation in solar insolation at high latitudes, and
seasonal variations in the rate of removal of aerosols from
the high latitude stratosphere. The simulations described by
Kravitz and Robock (2011) were of eruptions of 1.5–5 Tg
SO2 injection, and were performed using aerosols of pre-
scribed dry radius.
This work aims to quantify the influence of eruption sea-
son on the impact of tropical volcanic eruptions using a de-
tailed GCM with coupled aerosol microphysics. Specifically,
we aim to address the following questions:
1. How does season of eruption influence the resulting
AOD, in terms of its global mean and zonal mean evo-
lution?
2. How does season of eruption impact the resulting
anomalies in solar shortwave (SW) radiative flux at the
surface, and is the sensitivity of surface SW radiative
flux to eruption season the same as that for AOD?
3. How does the sensitivity to eruption season of AOD and
SW anomalies change for eruptions of different strato-
spheric sulfur injection magnitudes?
In order to address these questions, we have performed
ensemble simulations for eruptions on the first day of Jan-
uary, April, July, and October, for eruptions of two magni-
tudes, with stratospheric SO2 injections of 17 and 700 Tg.
The smaller injection magnitude is consistent with estimates
of the June 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption (Guo, 2004a). Our
simulations of this magnitude eruption thus can be con-
sidered as roughly addressing the question of how the im-
pact of Pinatubo might have changed had it erupted in a
different time of year. The larger injection magnitude is
roughly 40 times that of Pinatubo, and is nearly as large as
the approximately-defined 800 Tg lower limit for SO2 injec-
tion by a “super-eruption” (Self, 2006). Examining such a
large eruption magnitude allows us to explore how global
aerosol transport, and its dependence on season, changes for
eruptions where aerosol heating significantly perturbs strato-
spheric dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
model and the simulations used in this study. Section 3 con-
tains a comparison of observations of perturbed conditions
resulting from the 1991 Pinatubo eruption with Pinatubo-
magnitude eruption simulations, and tests the impact of erup-
tion longitude on the model simulations. In Sect. 4, we quan-
tify the sensitivity of the model simulated aerosol optical
depth and surface radiative anomalies to season of eruption
for the two eruption magnitudes introduced above. Conclu-
sions are given in Sect. 5.
2 Method
2.1 Model description
The study was performed using the coupled aerosol-GCM
MAECHAM5-HAM (Niemeier et al., 2009). MAECHAM5
(Giorgetta et al., 2006) is a middle atmosphere version of the
ECHAM5 GCM (Roeckner et al., 2003). The model solves
prognostic equations for vorticity, divergence, surface pres-
sure and temperature, expressed in terms of spherical har-
monics with a triangular truncation. Trace components, in-
cluding SO2 and aerosols, are transported with a flux form
semi-Lagrangian transport scheme (Lin and Rood, 1996).
ECHAM5 radiation is based on the six band (1.85–4 µm) SW
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radiative transfer scheme of Fouquart and Bonnel (1980), and
the RRTM (Rapid Radiative Transfer Model) 16 band (3.3–
100 µm) longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997).
It considers the absorption of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4
H2O, O3, and CFCs) as well as scattering and absorption by
clouds and aerosols. For the radiation calculations concern-
ing volcanic aerosols, optical parameters are calculated on-
line from the time dependent aerosol mass mixing ratio and
normalized optical parameters (extinction, absorption coeffi-
cients, and asymmetry factor).
MAECHAM5 is used here in a free-running climate mode,
with T42 spectral truncation and 39 vertical levels up to
0.01 hPa. At this model resolution, the model has no quasi-
biennial oscillation (QBO): in control simulations, equatorial
stratospheric winds are easterly throughout the year. Sea sur-
face temperatures (SSTs) are an annually repeating monthly
mean climatology based on the Atmospheric Model Inter-
comparison Project SST observational data set (Hurrell et al.,
2008). As a result, simulated surface temperature response
to volcanic aerosols is largely damped, however, this should
have no direct impact on the degree to which the volcanic
aerosol modify incoming solar radiation. Greenhouse gases
are set to represent modern conditions.
Model processes related to sulfate aerosols are calcu-
lated by the aerosol microphysical module HAM (Stier
et al., 2005), which is interactively coupled to MAECHAM5.
HAM has been adopted for stratospheric conditions (as well
as for high SO2 concentrations) as outlined by Niemeier et al.
(2009). Changes to M7, the microphysical core of HAM (Vi-
gnati, 2004), were performed according to boxmodel studies
for large volcanic eruptions (Kokkola et al., 2009). Volcanic
simulations with the MAECHAM5-HAM model are initiated
by injecting SO2 directly into the lower stratosphere into a
model gridbox corresponding to the volcano’s geographical
location, and the model layer corresponding to the pressure
height level of 30 hPa (∼24 km). This height is chosen so
as to be roughly consistent with estimates of the height of
SO2 injection by the Pinatubo eruption (Read et al., 1993;
Guo, 2004b). The model then simulates the full lifecycle of
the volcanic aerosols, including oxidation of SO2 to H2SO4;
aerosol formation and growth via nucleation, condensation,
accumulation and coagulation; vertical redistribution via sed-
imentation; and finally the removal processes wet and dry
deposition. Previous studies of very large volcanic eruptions
with this model set-up (Timmreck et al., 2009, 2010) have
shown that explicitly simulating such aerosol processes, and
hence a time-evolving aerosol size distribution, leads to a
shorter lifetime of sulfate aerosols and a reduced radiative
impact compared to other model studies (e.g., Robock et al.,
2009; Harris and Highwood, 2011). The full coupling of
the HAM module with MAECHAM5 allows for feedbacks,
whereby the absorption of outgoing longwave radiation by
aerosols, and the associated local heating of the atmosphere,
leads to anomalous atmospheric dynamics. Through such
feedbacks, the transport of volcanic aerosols can be signif-
icantly different than that of a passive tracer (e.g., Young
et al., 1994; Timmreck et al., 1999).
2.2 Model experiments
We focus here on comparing results from simulations of
eruptions of two magnitudes. The magnitude of our
larger SO2 injection (700 Tg) is derived from the erupted
masses (Kutterolf et al., 2008a,b) and petrological-method-
derived SO2 emission estimates (Metzner et al. submit-
ted manuscript) of the “Los Chocoyos tephra” from the
84 ka B.P. eruption at the present-day site of the Atitlan
caldera in Guatemala (Rose et al., 1987). Simulations of the
Los Chocoyos eruption were performed by injecting 700 Tg
of SO2 in the model gridbox closest to 14.6◦ N, 91.2◦ W. We
also perform simulations of a hypothetical eruption at the
same location with an SO2 injection based on estimates of
the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption. The latitude of the simulated
eruptions is also consistent with the peak of the latitudinal
distribution of active volcanoes (Schmincke, 2004). For both
eruption magnitudes, we perform simulations with eruptions
on the first day of January, April, July and October. Each
simulation was run for four years after the eruption. This
time period contains the vast majority of the radiative forc-
ing impact of the volcanic aerosols: in the model simulations,
stratospheric aerosol loading is found to have decreased to
less than 2 % of maximum loading after 4 yr for both erup-
tion magnitudes, which is also consistent with an exponen-
tial decay with a 12 month e-folding timescale. In the fol-
lowing, we refer to the two sets of eruption simulations for
different eruption seasons as the E700 and E17 experiments,
for the 700 and 17 Tg SO2 injections, respectively. For each
season of eruption, we perform multiple model integrations
(n= 6 for E700, n= 12 for E17), where for each integration,
the eruption branches from a different year of a 20 yr con-
trol run. More ensemble members were performed for the
smaller eruption magnitude in order to improve the statistical
significance of the smaller ensemble mean anomalies. All re-
sults shown are full ensemble means for each magnitude and
eruption month. Anomalies are calculated as the difference
between experiment runs and the 20 yr control run. All sim-
ulations have been performed under present day conditions.
Lastly, in order to better compare with observations of
the Pinatubo aerosol evolution, and assess the importance
of eruption longitude, we have performed simulations with
eruptions on 15 June, at the approximate locations of the Los
Chocoyos and Pinatubo eruptions. These results are used
only in Sect. 3.
3 Model validation: Pinatubo comparisons
Results of a prior MAECHAM5-HAM simulation of the
15 June 1991 Pinatubo eruption were compared to observa-
tions by Niemeier et al. (2009). They found that simulated
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Fig. 1. Monthly-mean, zonal-mean 0.55 µm AOD at labelled latitudes, from Pinatubo eruption period observations of the updated Sato et al.
(1993) timeseries (black) and MAECHAM5-HAM Pinatubo-magnitude eruption simulations with eruptions at 15◦ N, 91◦ W (red) and 15◦ N,
120◦ E (blue).
zonal mean, monthly mean AOD showed reasonably good
agreement with Advanced Very High Resolution Radiome-
ter (AVHRR) and Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE) II satellite observations with respect to the timing
and location of peak values, even though the simulations
are performed in climatological mode. Quantitatively, peak
AOD values from the model were 10–20 % greater than peak
values observed by AVHRR, and greater by an even larger
factor than SAGE II observations, although SAGE II mea-
surements are highly uncertain in the months immediately
after the Pinatubo eruption due to saturation effects (Russell
et al., 1996).
Here we compare observations of the impacts of the
Pinatubo eruption with new MAECHAM5-HAM simula-
tions of Pinatubo-magnitude eruptions at two different lon-
gitudes, in order to test whether the longitude of the erup-
tion site plays any role in the volcanic impacts. The model
latitude of the eruption in the two experiments (15.3◦ N)
is the closest model latitude to that of both the Pinatubo
(15.1◦ N) and the Los Chocoyos (14.6◦ N) eruption sites. The
two longitudes used correspond to the closest model longi-
tudes to those of the Pinatubo (120.3◦ E), and Los Chocoyos
(91.2◦ W) eruptions.
Figure 1 shows zonal mean mid-visible (0.55 µm) volcanic
AOD at labeled latitude bands from an ensemble of Pinatubo-
magnitude eruption simulations compared to the those from
the Sato et al. (1993, with update retreived from data.giss.
nasa.gov/modelforce/strataer) AOD timeseries, based in this
time period on measurements from the SAGE II satellite in-
strument. As in Niemeier et al. (2009), the model AOD is
notably larger than the observations in the months immedi-
ately following the eruption. AVHRR retrievals (not shown
here) have an AOD maximum in the tropics of approximately
0.3, in closer agreement with the AOD of the model. In the
tropics, the model AOD falls below the Sato et al. (1993)
AOD after approximately 6 months, and the decay of AOD
in the tropics is faster in the model than observed. In the
extratropics, while the magnitude of the model peak AOD is
again larger than that of the observations, the timing of the
peaks is quite consistent with the observations. The season-
ality of the AOD evolution is also quite consistent between
model and observations: note for example the double-peak
at 35◦ S at approximately 5 and 12 months after the eruption,
and the periodic flattening of the AOD decay at 35◦ N be-
tween 12 and 18 months, and 24 and 30 months. The decay
in AOD at the high latitudes is faster in the model than in ob-
servations, especially in the SH. Niemeier et al. (2009) found
the model aerosol effective radius to be consistent with mid-
latitude lidar measurements, albeit at the upper limit of those
measurements, and suggested a slight high-bias in the model
effective radius might lead to larger sedimentation rates, ex-
plaining the faster decay of AOD in the model.
Figure 2 shows top-of-atmosphere (TOA) SW radiative
flux anomalies from the model simulations compared to
observations by the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE) (Barkstrom, 1984; Barkstrom and Smith, 1986). We
have used Edition 3 Rev 1 data set from the Earth Radi-
ation Budget Satellite (ERBS) Nonscanner Wide Field of
View, which have been corrected for a change in satellite alti-
tude and instrument drift during the measurement period, and
agree well with other satellite-based earth radiation budget
records (Wong et al., 2006). Since monthly means have been
found to create a spurious semi-annual cycle in the data, 36-
day averages are used (Wielicki et al., 2002) in the tropical
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Fig. 2. Tropical (20◦ S–20◦ N) and near-global (60◦ S–60◦ N) reflected shortwave flux anomalies at the top of the atmosphere from Pinatubo
eruption period ERBE observations (black) and MAECHAM5-HAM Pinatubo-magnitude eruption simulations with eruptions at 15◦ N,
91◦ W (red) and 15◦ N, 120◦ E (blue). Model anomalies calculated with respect to a 20-yr control simulation, ERBE anomalies calculated
with respect to the 1985–1989 mean.
data set, and 72-day means in the near-global data set. ERBE
TOA SW anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1985–
1989 mean, while model anomalies are calculated with re-
spect to a 20 year control simulation. MAECHAM5-HAM
simulated TOA SW flux anomalies show excellent agreement
with the ERBE observations, in both tropical and near-global
mean.
The fact that model TOA SW flux anomalies agree well
with ERBE suggests the discrepancy between model and
observed AOD immediately following the eruption may be
more a function of underestimated observations rather than
an overestimate by the model. After the initial post-eruption
period, discrepancies between model and observed AODs
suggest the model overestimates the transport of aerosol to
high latitudes, and has a faster removal rate. Nonetheless, the
qualitative features of aerosol transport in the model agree
reasonably well with observations, including the timing of
peak AOD levels, and seasonal variations in AOD decay rate.
Simulations of Pinatubo-strength eruptions at two differ-
ent longitudes showed no systematic bias in AOD evolution
or radiative impact in our MAECHAM5-HAM runs. This re-
sult increases confidence that the results of the next section
can be regarded as applicable to eruptions at a particular trop-
ical latitude at the locations of both the Mt. Pinatubo and Los
Chocoyos eruptions, i.e., from both the Eastern and Western
arm of the Pacific “Ring of Fire”.
4 Sensitivity experiments
Here we investigate the aerosol transport and short-wave ra-
diative impacts of simulated tropical eruptions, and the sensi-
tivity of these impacts to eruption season. Since the primary
climatic impact of volcanic aerosols is the reflection of so-
lar SW radiation, which decreases the SW radiative flux at
the Earth’s surface, and hence the energy input to the Earth
system, we focus here on anomalies in SW surface fluxes
with respect to climatological values from a control run. In
addition to surface flux anomalies, we have also examined
top-of-atmosphere SW flux anomalies, but since the results
are very similar, only the results of our analysis of surface
fields will be shown here. However, as will be shown, sensi-
tivity to eruption season is different for clear-sky and all-sky
SW, therefore both fields will be considered. In addition, we
also consider the mid-visible (0.55 µm) volcanic AOD, also
calculated as the anomaly in AOD between the volcanically
perturbed simulations and a control run. Each of these fields
will be considered in terms of zonal and global means. Two
eruption magnitudes are investigated, and are discussed sep-
arately in the following two subsections.
4.1 E17: Pinatubo-magnitude experiment
Through inspection of the zonal mean AOD evolution for the
E17 experiment (Fig. 3a), it is clear the season of eruption
plays a significant role in the timing and strength of volcanic
aerosol transport out of the tropics into the extratropics. The
qualitative features of the AOD distributions of Fig. 3a can be
explained in terms of the seasonal variation of the BDC, with,
for example, stronger aerosol transport to the NH after erup-
tions in NH fall (Oct) and winter (Jan) leading to larger AOD
values in the NH. The transport of aerosols is not symmetric
with respect to hemisphere and season for this eruption mag-
nitude and location, i.e., the transport to the SH midlatitudes
for a SH winter eruption is much weaker than to the NH mid-
latitudes for a NH winter eruption. This is likely related to
the fact that the BDC is stronger in NH winter than in SH
winter since the distribution of the Earth’s land masses leads
to stronger planetary waves in the NH. However, the latitude
of the eruption in our simulations, on the northern side of the
equator, could also play a role in producing the hemispheric
bias in AOD distribution.
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Fig. 3. Zonal mean, monthly mean 0.55 µm aerosol optical depth (a), clear-sky surface shortwave radiation anomalies (b) and all-sky surface
shortwave anomalies (c) for E17 eruptions in January, April, July and October. White contours in column (a) show climatological surface
clear-sky shortwave radiation: visual contrast between color shading and white contours is used to highlight climatological radiative flux at
timing of large AOD. All anomalies shown are ensemble mean differences from a control run, and are significant at the 95 % confidence
level.
Clear-sky surface SW anomalies are given in Fig. 3b.
These absolute anomalies are a function of both the spatio-
temporal evolution of the volcanic AOD, and the seasonally
varying solar insolation pattern (also shown in Fig. 3a). As
a result, clear-sky SW anomalies do not exactly follow the
AOD patterns: for example, 6-9 months after an April erup-
tion the AOD pattern is reasonably hemispherically symmet-
ric, while the clear-sky SW anomalies are much stronger in
the SH, owing to the fact that this time period coincides with
SH summer when the local solar insolation is at a maximum.
Note also that the AOD maximum at high NH latitudes for a
January eruption coincides exactly with maximum solar in-
solation, leading to quite strong clear-sky SW anomalies.
All-sky surface shortwave anomalies are shown in Fig. 3c.
These anomalies are a function of the clear-sky SW anoma-
lies and the degree of cloudiness in the model. The clima-
tological ratio of all-sky to clear-sky SW from the control
run is given in Fig. 4. Maximum cloudiness (hence low-
est all-sky to clear-sky ratio) is found in the mid- to high
latitudes, which explains the reduction in the relative ampli-
tude of the all-sky SW anomalies in the high latitudes com-
pared to in the tropics. Clouds add a large degree of noise to
the all-sky SW anomaly field: the standard deviation of the
monthly mean, zonal mean all-sky SW radiative flux of the
climatology, which quantifies the interannual variability of
the field, is shown in Fig. 4. The ensemble mean all-sky SW
anomalies shown in Fig. 3c, with maximum magnitudes of
5–10 W m−2, are roughly comparable to the standard devia-
tion of all-sky SW in the control run. This means that while
the all-sky SW anomalies in Fig. 3c are significant in the en-
semble mean, they are of the same magnitude as the natural
interannual variability of the model all-sky SW field.
Quantifying the influence of eruption season on the radia-
tive impact amounts to condensing the information in Fig. 3
into some measure of sensitivity. As a first step, we integrate
the anomalies shown in Fig. 3 in time, leading to cumulative
anomalies. A cumulative anomaly of SW radiation expresses
the change in solar energy arriving at the surface as a conse-
quence of the volcanic eruption. A cumulative anomaly is a
robust measure of the impact (compared to, e.g., a time aver-
age) as long as one integrates for a few years after the erup-
tion, since volcanic anomalies typically decay exponentially
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Fig. 4. MAECHAM5-HAM climatological mean, zonal mean values of all-sky SW surface radiation (top) and ratio of all-sky to clear-sky
SW surface radiation (bottom) along with the interannual variability of each zonal mean field quantified by the standard deviation (SD).
with a time scale of about one year (Robock, 2000). We cal-
culate cumulative AOD and SW anomalies by summing the
respective field over four years, and are presented in units of
months (for the unitless AOD) and W m−2×months for SW
anomalies. It should be noted that cumulative SW anoma-
lies as calculated here are a measure of energy per unit en-
ergy, and can easily be scaled to more conventional units
(1 W m−2×months= 2.6×106 J m−2), but are shown here
in W m−2×months for easier comparison with the cumula-
tive unit of AOD and the raw anomalies of Fig. 3.
Figure 5 shows cumulative AOD, clear-sky SW and all-sky
SW anomalies in terms of zonal and global means. Cumu-
lative fields for eruptions in different seasons are designated
by colors. The influence of season on the impact of volcanic
eruptions can be quantified by comparing the magnitude of
the impact for the eruption month in which the impact is
greatest, to the magnitude of impact for the eruption month in
which the impact is smallest. Differences between maximum
and minimum response are shown by black lines for each lat-
itude. Gray shading indicates the 95 % confidence interval of
the max-to-min differences, as calculated using the student’s
t-test.
Examining first the cumulative AOD, we see the largest
sensitivity to eruption season in the NH mid- to high-
latitudes. The January eruption simulations lead to the high-
est AOD values from 30◦ S to 90◦ N, and south of 30◦ S the
AOD for January eruption is only slightly lower than that
for an April eruption. In the global mean, a January erup-
tion leads to a significantly larger AOD than for the other
months. We explore reasons for the larger cumulative AOD
seen for a January eruption with the aid of Fig. 6. The AOD
for a January eruption is larger than for other eruption months
from approximately four months after the eruption onward
(Fig. 6a). While the global sulfate mass burden (Fig. 6b) for
all eruption months are comparable for the first 6–8 months,
the aerosol effective radius (Fig. 6c) is notably smaller for
a January eruption. Smaller aerosols scatter SW radiation
more efficiently, and also have a smaller sedimentation rate,
which increases their stratospheric lifetime. Through these
related mechanisms, a smaller aerosol effective radius can
explain the larger January eruption AOD in the E17 experi-
ment. The smaller effective radius for the January eruption
is itself likely related to the vertical distribution of sulfate for
a January eruption. Sulfate burdens for a January eruption
are notably shifted to higher altitudes than for other eruption
months. Figure 6d shows, for example, the sulfate mass frac-
tion timeseries at 10 hPa, a few km above the SO2 injection
height, for which the sulfate abundance following the Jan-
uary eruption is larger than for all other eruption months. It
has been shown (Niemeier et al., 2010) that the stratospheric
injection height of SO2 has an appreciable effect on aerosol
size, with higher injection heights leading to smaller parti-
cles. It appears that in the experiments described here, the
season of eruption has an influence on aerosol size through
the seasonal cycle of tropical upwelling, which is driven by
extratropical wave breaking and has been shown in reanaly-
sis data to have a strong maximum in NH winter (e.g., Randel
et al., 2002; Kru¨ger et al., 2009). GCMs typically reproduce
this NH winter maximum in tropical upwelling, although the
season of minimum upwelling is model dependent (SPARC
CCMVal, 2010). As a result of a NH winter maximum in
tropical upwelling, stratospheric SO2 injections during NH
winter should lead to aerosol formation at higher altitudes
on average, which in turn leads to a smaller overall effective
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/12351/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 12351–12367, 2011
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Fig. 5. Zonal mean (left) and global mean (right), four-year-cumulative post-eruption anomalies in AOD (top), clear-sky surface shortwave
radiation anomalies (middle) and all-sky surface shortwave anomalies (bottom) for the E17 experiment. Eruption seasons indicated by colors.
Black lines in zonal mean plots show mean difference between maximum and minimum response at each latitude, with shading indicating
95 % confidence interval of difference based on the student’s t-test. In global mean plots, horizontal lines within diamonds indicates ensemble
mean, vertical range of diamonds indicates standard error of mean, and vertical error bars indicate 2σ ensemble variability.
radius of the aerosols. Thus, because of the seasonality of
stratospheric dynamics, the season of eruption may influ-
ence not only the horizontal transport of volcanic aerosols,
but also the microphysical formation, growth, and hence size
distribution of the aerosols, and the cumulative global mean
AOD.
Cumulative clear-sky SW anomalies (Fig. 5b) show largest
sensitivity in NH extratropics and SH midlatitudes. Like the
AOD, largest clear-sky SW anomalies in the NH are pro-
duced by a January eruption. Kravitz and Robock (2011)
found that for high latitude eruptions, maximum SW anoma-
lies occured for summer eruptions: their results are consitent
with ours when one considers that the peak in high latitude
AOD in our simulations occurs roughly 6 months after the
tropical eruptions (see Fig. 3). The global mean clear-sky
SW anomaly for a January eruption is significantly larger
than those for the other eruption months.
In contrast to the AOD and clear-sky SW anomalies, cu-
mulative all-sky SW anomalies for the different seasons of
eruption are basically indistinguishable. Differences be-
tween the eruption seasons are insignificant at most latitudes.
In order to compare the degree of sensitivity to eruption
season of the fields in Fig. 5, a percent sensitivity is shown
in Fig. 7, where percent sensitivity refers to the max-minus-
min difference divided by the minimum response. A 100 %
sensitivity then implies that the maximum response is twice
that of the minimum response. Thick lines in Fig. 7 refer
to where the sensitivity is significant at the 95 % level, i.e.,
where the gray confidence intervals of Fig. 5 do not include
zero.
Percent sensitivity for AOD is minimum in the tropics, and
increases towards the poles, reaching maximums of ∼75 %.
Clear-sky SW percent sensitivity is smaller than that of the
AOD in the tropics, but somewhat larger in the NH high lat-
itudes, owing to the amplifying effect of the strong seasonal
cycle in solar insolation at the high latitudes. All-sky SW
sensitivity is notably weaker than the clear-sky SW and AOD
sensitivity, and is only significant at a few latitudes in the
high latitudes in both hemispheres.
The sensitivity of the global mean AOD and clear-sky SW
anomalies are on the order of 20–30 %, and are both signifi-
cantly greater than zero. On the other hand, the global mean
all-sky SW anomalies are greatly reduced compared to the
AOD and clear-sky sensitivity, and is not significantly greater
than zero. This reduction in sensitivity suggests the pres-
ence of some mechanism that reduces the sensitivity of all-
sky SW anomalies compared to clear-sky SW anomalies and
AOD. It has been noted (e.g., Bender et al., 2010) that climate
models often produce a decrease in cloud fraction as a result
of volcanic forcing. Post-eruption decreases in clouds can
be understood to be a result of decreases in evaporation fol-
lowing decreases in SW radiation at the surface (e.g., Soden
et al., 2002), although other processes that might affect cloud
cover in reality, such as changes in cloud condensation nuclei
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are typically not included in climate models. In any case,
such a negative feedback mechanism – wherein decreases in
surface SW brought about by reflection of SW by volcanic
aerosols are partially compensated by increases in surface
SW brought about by decreases in cloud cover – could con-
ceivably lead to a reduction in the sensitivity of all-sky SW
radiative flux to eruption season. A detailed analysis of cloud
feedbacks is beyond the scope of this work.
4.2 E700: near-super eruption experiment
Similar to the results for E17, for E700 (Fig. 8a) there are
larger AOD values in the hemispheres for which the eruption
occurs in winter and fall, following the expected seasonal
cycle of the BDC. For E700, the hemispheric asymmetry in
AOD is relatively symmetric with respect to season, in the
sense that the aerosol burden for a July eruption is roughly
the mirror image of that for the January eruption.
The most striking difference in the large-scale spatio-
temporal morphology of the AOD between the two eruption
magnitudes is the appearance of strong gradients in AOD at
∼60◦ N and ∼60◦ S in the E700 simulations. It was shown
that absorption of infrared radiation by volcanic aerosols af-
ter the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption changed the meridional
temperature gradient in the stratosphere (Labitzke and Mc-
Cormick, 1992), which, through the thermal wind balance,
led to westerly anomalies in zonal mean zonal wind (e.g.,
Kodera, 1994; Perlwitz and Graf, 1995; Kirchner et al., 1999;
Kodera and Kuroda, 2000a,b; Shindell et al., 2001). In the
E700 simulations, aerosol effective radius grows within three
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Fig. 8. As Fig. 3, for the E700 experiment.
months to values greater than 1 µm throughout the strato-
sphere between approximately 30◦ S and 30◦ N, and ab-
sorption of infrared radiation by these large and abundant
aerosols leads to temperature anomalies of over 30 K (not
shown here), and significant anomalies in zonal wind. Fig-
ure 9 shows the time evolution of the volcanically induced
anomalous zonal wind at 50 hPa at 60◦ N and 60◦ S, for
both E17 and E700 experiments. The zonal wind anoma-
lies for E700 are strong enough that they produce winter-
like polar-vortices simultaneously in both hemispheres, last-
ing for more than a year after the eruption. Polar vortices
act as barriers to meridional transport (Schoeberl and Hart-
mann, 1991), and we hypothesize that the blocking of pole-
ward aerosol transport at the induced polar vortex enhances
the local meridional gradient in aerosol burden, in turn en-
hancing the temperature anomaly gradient and the resulting
zonal wind anomalies. This constitutes a positive feedback
mechanism which can help explain the persistence of the in-
duced polar vortices. In both hemispheres, for all seasons
of eruption, wind anomalies following the E17 eruptions
are insignificant compared to the natural variability, while
for E700, ensemble mean zonal wind anomalies are signifi-
cantly larger than the 95 % natural variability bounds for 12-
18 months after the eruption. In the SH, the anomalies are
almost twice as strong, with peak anomalies reaching almost
50 m s−1 at this latitude and height. As in the NH, the SH
anomalies are significant for around 12 to 18 months after
the eruption, but in contrast to the NH, the anomalies vary
somewhat with local season, with peaks occurring in SH fall
(characteristic of a early forming winter vortex) and in SH
spring (characteristic of a long-lasting winter vortex).
Clear-sky SW anomalies, shown in Fig. 8, are a function
of both the AOD and the seasonal and latitudinal variations
in solar insolation. Latitude-time AOD evolution is roughly
similar for the January and October eruptions, with stronger
AOD in the NH midlatitudes than in the SH midlatitudes.
However, the clear-sky SW anomalies are relatively equal be-
tween hemispheres for the October eruption, but much more
asymmetric for the January eruption, with larger anomalies
in the NH. This is a result of the NH peak in AOD coincid-
ing with the NH peak in solar insolation, while the October
eruption NH peak in AOD occurs roughly in the midpoint of
the midlatitude solar insolation cycle.
As was the case for E17, clouds greatly reduce the volcanic
impact on all-sky SW anomalies in the mid- to high-latitude
regions. As a result, much of the sensitivity to eruption sea-
son displayed by the clear-sky fields is greatly reduced in the
all-sky SW field: for example the all-sky SW anomalies for
January and October are much more similar than the clear-
sky SW anomalies for the same months.
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Fig. 10. As Fig. 5, for the E700 experiment. Note different y-axes.
Figure 10 shows cumulative AOD and SW anomalies for
the E700 experiment. In terms of zonal mean AOD, max-
imum AOD sensitivity to eruption season is found in the
mid-latitudes, similar to the E17 results. In terms of global
mean AOD, for this eruption magnitude, both January and
July eruptions lead to larger global mean AODs than April
and October eruptions. Examination of effective radius and
aerosol burden at 10 hPa (not shown) reveals that, as was
the case for E17, the larger global mean AODs are linked to
higher peak altitude of the aerosol vertical profile and smaller
effective radius. However, the seasonal cycle in tropical up-
welling used to explain the January maximum AOD for E17
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 7, for the E700 experiment. Note different y-axes.
cannot give rise to both January and July maximum seen here
for E700. It should be kept in mind though that the aerosol
heating for E700 significantly changes stratospheric dynam-
ics, such as the zonal winds (as shown above) and the tropi-
cal upwelling. Therefore the seasonal dependence of global
mean AOD evolution appears to depend not just on the back-
ground seasonal cycle of tropical upwelling, but also on the
degree of perturbation to stratospheric dynamics by aerosol
heating. Future work will be required to fully understand the
coupling between tropical upwelling, aerosol microphysical
formation and growth and aerosol heating, and the effects of
such couplings on the radiative impact of stratospheric sulfur
injections.
Clear-sky SW anomalies roughly follow the AOD patterns,
and show maximum sensitivity to eruption season at ∼50◦
in both hemispheres. However, due to clouds, the absolute
reduction in all-sky SW anomalies is greatly suppressed in
the 40–60◦ regions. In contrast to the E17 experiment, the
absolute sensitivity to eruption season is significantly greater
than zero everywhere except the SH high latitudes, although
it is relatively weak in the tropics and NH high latitudes.
Percent sensitivities to eruption season for E700 are shown
in Fig. 11. As for E17, E700 AOD sensitivity is minimum in
the tropics, and increases with latitude. However, blocking of
poleward transport of aerosols by the induced polar vortices
leads to a weakened sensitivity at polar latitudes, resulting in
maximum AOD sensitivity for E700 around 50–65◦ in each
hemisphere. The sensitivity of both clear-sky and all-sky SW
anomalies is generally less than that of AOD, except for ap-
proximately 40–60◦ S.
In the E700 eruption experiment, zonal mean and global
mean AOD show smaller percent sensitivity to eruption sea-
son than was the case for the E17 experiment, with global
mean sensitivity of ∼18 % compared to 25 % for E17. Simi-
larly, the clear-sky SW anomaly percent sensitivity for E700
is less than that of E17. The smaller relative sensitivity to
eruption season for the E700 experiment compared to E17
as calculated here is due to a combination of at least two
factors. Firstly, the aerosol distribution and AODs result-
ing from the E700 eruptions are more hemispherically sym-
metric than for E17. As the aerosol geographic distribution
becomes more uniform with increasing eruption magnitude,
the percent sensitivity to eruption season is seen to decrease.
Secondly, it should be pointed out that our estimates of sensi-
tivity are lower limits, since we test only four eruption dates,
and thus a maximum-to-minimum sensitivity calculated us-
ing a larger number of eruption dates can only be larger than
our estimates. The degree to which this sampling error of
our experiment underestimates the true sensitivity is related
to the timescale of the impacts. Since the peak in AOD for
the E700 simulations is shorter-lived than in the E17 simula-
tions, it is likely that our analysis method underestimates the
true sensitivity of the larger eruption more strongly than for
the weaker eruption.
Whereas global mean all-sky anomaly sensitivity for E17
was found to be much reduced compared to AOD, and in-
significant, the all-sky SW anomaly sensitivity for E700 is
comparable to that of the AOD, with magnitude of ∼18 %,
and is significantly greater than zero. In the extratopics of
both hemispheres, all-sky SW anomaly sensitivity is often
greater than 50 %.
5 Conclusions
In this study, MAECHAM5-HAM coupled aerosol-GCM
simulations have been used to assess the influence of erup-
tion season on the impacts of tropical eruptions. Model sim-
ulations of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption show excellent
agreement with TOA SW flux measurements from the ERBE
instrument, and also good agreement with the Sato et al.
(1993) AOD timeseries beginning approximately 6 months
after the eruption, especially with regard to the magnitude
and seasonal variation of AOD. Furthermore, it was shown
that model simulations of a Pinatubo-like eruption at two
different longitudes resulted in no significant differences in
AOD or SW anomalies.
In the MAECHAM5-HAM coupled aerosol-GCM, season
of eruption plays a significant role in the space-time evolu-
tion of the AOD. Variations in the AOD pattern are qualita-
tively understandable in terms of seasonal variations in the
BDC of the stratosphere, characterized by stronger poleward
transport and mixing in the winter hemisphere. The BDC af-
fects the timing and strength of transport of aerosols out of
the tropics into mid- and high latitudes, leading to generally
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larger AODs in the hemisphere experiencing winter at the
time of the eruption.
The sensitivity of AOD to eruption season, quantified as
the percent difference between maximum and minium AOD,
is weak in the tropics and generally increasing in strength to-
wards the poles, with maximum sensitivity of around 75 %.
We find that the seasonality of the BDC can affect not just
the zonal mean AOD evolution, but also the global mean
AOD. We found that eruptions in certain seasons led a
smaller aerosol effective radius, which produced a stronger
and longer lasting AOD. We hypothesize that seasonal varia-
tions in stratospheric dynamics, including tropical upwelling
and horizontal transport out of the tropics affect the growth
and lifetime of stratospheric aerosol particles. As a concrete
example, in simulations of a Pinatubo-like eruption, an erup-
tion in January led to a ∼25 % larger global mean AOD than
eruptions in other months. Future studies of the influence
of stratospheric dynamics on aerosol formation and growth
could be interesting with regards to both volcanic impacts
and geoengineering.
One limitation of our study is that the model used does
not exhibit a QBO, and instead has persitant easterly winds
in the tropical stratosphere. The QBO influences tropical
upwelling and the extratropical meridional transport of the
BDC (Baldwin et al., 2001), and it has been shown that
the QBO impacts the transport of volcanic aerosols from
the tropics (Trepte and Hitchman, 1992) by modifying the
amount of aerosol transported by the upper and lower branch
of the BDC (Hitchman et al., 1994). In coupled aerosol-
GCM simulations of non-volcanic stratospheric background
aerosol, it has been shown that the QBO influences aerosol
concentration and size, in particular in the winter hemisphere
(Hommel, 2008). Based on the results of our study, we
hypothesize that variations in tropical upwelling associated
with QBO might affect not just the horizontal transport of
aerosols, but also their effective radius and hence lifetime,
just as season of eruption did in our study. Testing this
hypothsis while maintaining full feedbacks between aeorols
and atmospheric dynamics would require coupling an aerosol
microphysics module to a GCM with an internally generated
QBO.
The influence of eruption season on AOD evolution is
much stronger in the MAECHAM5-HAM simulations de-
scribed here than was reported by Gao et al. (2008) based
on a parameterized stratospheric transport scheme. The in-
fluence of season is a function of seasonal and hemispheric
variations in stratospheric dynamics, therefore, the ability to
accurately predict the influence of eruption season on vol-
canic impacts depends on accurate simulation of the dynam-
ics of the stratosphere. Given the rather good agreement
between observations and model simulated spatial and size
evolution of volcanic aerosols after the 1991 Pinatubo erup-
tion shown in Sect. 3, and prior validation of the underly-
ing MAECHAM5 GCM (e.g., Manzini et al., 2006; Charlton
et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2009a,b), the results shown here
suggest that the sensitivity to season of eruption is in reality
stronger than suggested by the results of Gao et al. (2008).
In order to address how season of eruption impacts the re-
sulting anomalies in solar shortwave (SW) radiation reaching
the surface, we have examined both clear-sky and all-sky SW
radiative flux anomalies. Clear-sky SW radiative flux anoma-
lies are a function of the AOD and the seasonal cycle of solar
insolation, and as a result, the general features (e.g., peaks,
or hemispheric asymmetry) of the clear-sky SW anomalies
may not be the same as that of the AOD field. The sensitivity
of cumulative SW anomalies to eruption season is generally
equal to or weaker than that of the AOD in midlatitudes and
in the tropics, but can be stronger than that of the AOD in
the high latitudes due to the strong seasonal cycle in solar in-
solation at high latitudes. In the global mean, clear-sky SW
anomalies are less sensitive to eruption season than AOD, but
still significantly greater than zero.
All-sky SW radiative flux anomalies are a function of the
clear-sky SW radiative flux anomalies and the model clouds.
We found that in the E17 experiment, differences in post-
eruption all-sky SW radiative flux anomalies between simu-
lations with eruptions in different seasons were smaller than
the natural variability of a control run, meaning that season
of eruption would have a insignificant impact on all-sky SW
radiative flux anomalies in any one simulation. These model
results suggest that clouds are likely as important as season of
eruption in determining the total radiative impact of a tropical
volcanic eruption with magnitude comparable to Pinatubo.
We found that sensitivity to eruption season was different
for two eruptions of widely differing SO2 injection magni-
tudes. Sensitivity of global mean AOD and clear-sky SW
anomalies was found to be stronger, in relative terms, for the
E17 experiment, with values on the order of 20 %, compared
to 12–16 % for the E700 experiment. This can be understood
to be related to the fact that cross-equator transport was much
more sensitive to season of eruption for the weaker eruption,
leading to more variation in hemispheric asymmetry. We
plan future sensitivity studies to examine in detail how the
hemispheric asymmetry of aerosol transport depends on the
magnitude and latitude of eruption, as well as the season. For
example, since planetary-wave production and the BDC are
generally stronger in the NH, we would not expect the results
shown here for an eruption at 15◦ N to be exactly comparable
to an eruption at 15◦ S.
While the impact of eruption season on all-sky SW anoma-
lies was found to be insignificant for the E17 experiment, for
the larger E700 eruption, global mean all-sky SW anomaly
sensitivity is significantly greater than zero, and compara-
ble to that of the other fields with a percent sensitivity of
16 %. This result underscores the fact that in order for differ-
ences in SW anomalies between different eruption months to
be significant compared to the noise induced by clouds, the
magnitude of the eruption needs to be quite large. Assessing
the threshold, i.e., at what magnitude of SO2 injection is sea-
son of injection important for the surface SW impact, will be
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addressed in a future study by performing a number of simu-
lations of magnitude between the E17 and E700 experiments
considered here.
A larger than previously assumed sensitivity of AOD to
eruption season result has implications for reconstructions of
past volcanic forcing data sets. It implies that unless sea-
son of eruption can be deduced from the proxy records, then
the choice of an arbitrary month of eruption can lead to un-
certainty in the aerosol evolution. Based on the results of
our model simulations, an unknown month of eruption could
lead to uncertainties in global mean AOD larger than 20 %,
and uncertainties in cumulative zonal mean AOD of greater
than 50 % in the mid- to high latitudes.
On the other hand, our model results imply that for
Pinatubo-magnitude eruptions, variations in AOD based on
season of eruption do not translate into significant differences
in all-sky surface shortwave radiative anomalies. This is pri-
marily due to the effects of clouds in the mid- to high lat-
itudes, which greatly reduce the absolute difference in SW
radiation between different eruption seasons, bringing such
differences within the range of natural variability. This result
implies that for Pinatubo-magnitude eruptions, the latitudinal
morphology of the AOD pattern is not a critical factor for ob-
taining realistic cumulative SW flux anomalies at the surface,
and therefore using an arbitrary month of eruption (e.g., Gao
et al., 2008) or a scaled version of a Pinatubo-like AOD pat-
tern (e.g., Robock et al., 2009; Harris and Highwood, 2011)
for such eruptions in climate model simulations should likely
produce no appreciable spatial bias in the surface all-sky SW
radiation anomalies.
At eruption magnitudes larger than Pinatubo, differences
in all-sky radiation brought about by differing season of erup-
tion become significant: we found that for a near-super erup-
tion, sensitivity to eruption season was significant for most
latitudes, and in the global mean. Global mean all-sky SW
anomalies showed a sensitivity to eruption season of approx-
imately 18 %, with eruptions in solstice conditions (January
and July) leading to largest anomalies. We also found that the
space-time morphology of the AOD patterns for large magni-
tude eruptions were notably different than for a Pinatubo-like
eruption, which implies that the use of a scaled Pinatubo-
like AOD pattern for super-eruptions (e.g., Robock et al.,
2009; Harris and Highwood, 2011) may be unrealistic in
terms of the spatial distribution of radiative anomalies at
both the surface and in the stratosphere. This weakness of
a scaled Pinatubo-like AOD pattern is in addition to the fact
that it likely overestimates the cummulative radiative impact
of very large eruptions since since it discounts the impact
of aerosol size (e.g., Timmreck et al., 2010). Thus, for the
reconstruction of past AOD for use in climate models, un-
known season of eruption would be an appreciable source
of uncertainty for large eruptions, although the size of this
uncertainty is likely comparable or smaller than other uncer-
tainties inherent in estimating AOD timeseries from paleo
records (e.g., Robock and Free, 1995).
Some issues need to be considered when interpreting the
sensitivity of SW anomalies shown here in terms of possible
surface climate effects. Firstly, any changes in cloud fields
brought about by the volcanic aerosol through mechanisms
not included in the MAECHAM5-HAM could change the
surface radiation budget sensitivity to season. For example,
post eruption increases in cloud reflectivity due to volcanic
aerosols acting as cloud condensation nuclei (Jensen and
Toon, 1992) could conceivably affect the sensitivity to erup-
tion season, although many studies (e.g., Wylie and Men-
zel, 1999; Luo, Z. et al., 2002) have reported no significant
changes in cloud properties after the Pinatubo eruption. The
decrease in sensitivity to eruption season of all-sky SW com-
pared to clear-sky SW in our Pinatubo-magnitude experi-
ment hints at a possible cloud feedback mechanism, however
investigating such a possibility would require a more com-
plex treatment of the interaction between clouds and volcanic
aerosols (e.g., Lohmann, 2003). Secondly, it should be kept
in mind that radiation anomalies do not necessarily translate
directly into temperature anomalies since the thermal iner-
tia of oceans dampens the surface temperature response to
radiative anomalies.
Finally, it should be pointed out that dynamical responses
to volcanic eruptions which can affect surface tempera-
tures, for example the “winter warming phenomenon” (e.g.,
Robock, 2000), may be more sensitive to season of eruption
than radiative fluxes. Comparison of our E17 and E700 sim-
ulation results shows that the dynamical effects of large erup-
tions, which produce significant heating of the tropical lower
stratosphere, create much different aerosol transport patterns
than weaker eruptions. It is likely that the induced polar vor-
tices have significant effects on surface climate through dy-
namical coupling of the stratosphere and troposphere (e.g.,
Stenchikov, 2002). However, volcanic aerosol reconstruc-
tions which treat aerosols as passive tracers will not repro-
duce the type of aerosol evolution shown here. We conclude
that in order for climate models with prescribed aerosol forc-
ing to reproduce the most realistic radiative and dynamical
perturbations resulting from very large volcanic eruptions, it
may be necessary to use aerosol reconstructions which take
into account the impact of aerosol heating on stratospheric
dynamics.
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